2008 zx6r for sale

Sadly I need to sell my beloved Ninja as I am emi. Kawasaki zx6r track bike for sale. Comes with
v5 Track ready zx6r. Very quick bike! Keyless start and keyless fuel cap. Track fairings Still use
in the tyres for another few track days Lots of spares including wiring looms, mirrors, pegs and
a spa. For sale Kawasaki zx6r with 32, miles bike runs perfect cold or hot everything works as it
should good tyres and brakes front and rear black widow exhaust it does have a few age related
marks can be seen in photos any questions feel fre. We are open Monday to Friday 8. As
standard with seat cowl and Akropovic exhaust can. One owner with just miles!! Beautiful
example with very low mileage and full service history serviced at , , and miles , 2 keys, owners
manual and service booklet. Part Exchange welcome and finance available. Please call or Click
Email button to contact us. The bike is in really good condition with loads of money spent on it
getting it to the state it is now. Selling a tidy zx6r Only 3 owners and the bike has clearly been
looked after. MOTed till end of June only done miles last year parked up for a while. Only
has27,miles. Stunning example finished in pearlescent orange and very well maintained , rides
beautifully. Fitted as standard with ABS Traction control and quick shifter. This bike is one of
our Ex-Demonstrators and as such it is in immaculate condition. Looked after in house here at
Seas. From November 2nd bike sales will be conducted by email, internet and telephone as the
showroom will be closed hopefully reopening December 2nd Our revised opening hours for this
period are Monday to Friday 9. This American ZX6R was fully refubished in April and as well as
a full service it had new tyres,chain, plugs and brake pads. Car Loans. Ads posted, Wednesday
24th February 19 images. Kawasaki zx6r Track bike Norwich, Norfolk. Chorley, Lancashire.
Kawasaki zx6r ninja Bangor, County Down. Pagination Previous Currently on Page 1 2 3 Next.
Top searches Top locations. Buy and sell in a snap Get the app for the best Gumtree
experience. Reluctant sale service history Yoshi Rs5 slip on 1on clock rear seat cowl metzeler
tyres have all original parts if wanted. Nationwide courier delivery included we have an excellent
very clean condition 08 Kawasaki zx6r p8f ninja in lime green which has covered miles and This
American ZX6R was fully refubished in April and as well as a full service it had new tyres,chain,
plugs and brake pads. It comes with a carbon slip on This rare coloured pearl candy orange
Kawasaki zx6r p8f would make an ideal first Superbike for someone who has just got through
their test! Comes with: carbon New plugs , air filter, oil , Finance arranged. This a is special
internet price, on production of this advert, at the point of sale Transaction Fee Please Ask For
Details. Testing the water before trading the bike in against a ZX10R. This bike has been look
after, brand new tyres front and back. Long MOT with no advisories. Hate too see it go but, I've
got to much on the go.. For sale is my Kawasaki zx-6r b1h. The bike is in really good condition
with loads of money spent on it getting it to the state it is now. Recent work done Selling a tidy
zx6r Only 3 owners and the bike has clearly been looked after. MOTed till end of June only done
miles last year parked up for a while. Bike is in excellent condition Will be sold with a years mot
up on Thursday Bike needs to be viewed Just serviced. For sale , my j2 Kawasaki zx6r. Covered
only 22,miles, and MOT till December , with one advisory of front brake fluctuation. I've had this
bike for the passed 14 years and never had any issues with it, oil changed regularly, fork seals
done about a year ago, wheel and For sale my ninja runs and rides as it should realy clean bike
for year will come with brand new set of tyres plus spare running reconditioned engine with
Kawasaki , nice bike selling due to bike up grade, will put new mot on or make me an offer and
take as is Call gav. Kawasaki zx6-r. Just one former owner. Tail tidy. Excellent example, viewing
by appointment only please call Lifetime guarantee available on most bikes over cc. Click email
button to contact us. Opening hours: Mo: am to Kawasaki ninja zx6r , In the better and rare
black and silver. Just been serviced. Brand new rear brake pads and wavey disc, new front pads
By proceeding, you consent to our Legal Notice and acknowledge how we process your
personal data and set cookies as described in our Privacy Policy. Enter your email address to
receive alerts when we have new listings available for Kawasaki zx6r for sale. To see how, and
to learn how to control cookies, please read our Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy. Our unique
pricing algorithm classifies vehicles according to a wide variety of factors, estimates the market
price for this specification of vehicle and displays this pricing tag when sufficient data is
available but can't take into account the seller's reason for sale, vehicle modifications or
condition. NewsNow Classifieds. Page 1 of 1. Did not find what you're looking for? Stay updated
about Kawasaki zx6r for sale. Related searches zx6r for sale Suzuki bandit for sale Kawasaki
ninja zx6r for sale Kawasaki zx6r exhaust Kawasaki zx6r black Honda varadero for sale Zzr
Kawasaki motorcycles for sale in Ferryhill Yamaha r6 engine for sale Kawasaki Kawasaki
scooters Kawasaki motorcycle models. Receive the latest listings for Kawasaki zx6r for sale
Enter your email address to receive alerts when we have new listings available for Kawasaki
zx6r for sale. Email field should not be empty Please enter a valid email address. You can cancel
your email alerts at any time. Save your search. England 7. Scooter 8. Reduced price. Engine
Power bhp. Engine Size cc. Dealer 5. United Kingdom. Our unique algorithm classifies jobs

according to a wide variety of factors, estimates the market rate for this specification of job and
displays the estimated rate of pay when sufficient data is available but can't take into account
differences in the level of experience required, responsibilities or working hours. There seems
to be a problem serving the request at this time. The Kawasaki ZX 6R is a cc-category sports
bike that helps build up your track chops without actually hitting the racetrack. Quick and agile,
the bike is equally capable on backtracks. The cc engine that Kawasaki has been using on its
ZX 6R since gives the bike increased power in the mid-range and bottom end compared to
typical cc bikes. This renders this sports bike a lot more commuter-friendly. The stock Kawasaki
ZX 6R suspension setup performs well on the street and off-road. It soaks up the multiple rough
patches without breaking a sweat and ensuring the chassis remains planted. The bike comes
with a 2 mm shim and an extra 8. This setup helps the bike better cope with bumps at increased
speeds, while also enhancing stability. However, there have been a few ergonomic changes
incorporated. Thanks to the suspension setup, the bike feels bouncy and not stiff when moving
up and down. Bumpy roads are not easily felt. Steering dampers are not required. Everything is
simple, easy, and well-considered. Feeling for the indicator, side stand, clutch, gear lever, and
back brake is quick and straightforward. Skip to main content. Filter 2. Shop by category. More
View more categories Less View less categories. Vehicle Type see all. Sports Touring. Super
Sport. Not specified. Model Year see all. Colour see all. Additional Information see all. Metallic
Paint. V5 Registration Document Present. MOT Expiration Date see all. Manufacturer see all.
Kawasaki Filter Applied. Model see all. ZX-6R Filter Applied. Previous owners excl. Capacity cc
see all. Type see all. Start Type see all. Condition see all. Please provide a valid price range.
Buying format see all. All listings. Best Offer. Buy it now. Classified Ads. Item location see all.
UK Only. European Union. Delivery options see all. Free postage. Show only see all. Returns
accepted. Completed items. Sold items. Authorised seller. Authenticity verified. More
refinements More refinements All Auction Buy it now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match. View:
Gallery view. List view. Classified Ad. Collection in person. Classified Ad with Best Offer.
Kawasaki Ninja ZX6R motorbike - only 1, miles!! Results pagination - page 1 1 2. You may also
like. Savings are here! Get what you love for less. How is the power delivery on Kawasaki ZX 6R
motorbikes? Right off the bat, the cc engine is smooth and easily pulls you into the upper rpm
revolutions per minute band regions. Above rpm, things start progressing almost at the speed
with which the rpm goes up. Low- and full-power modes are available. Low power basically
means the bike uses 80 per cent of accessible torque and horsepower while taming throttle
response too. The seat has undergone trimming at the point it meets the fuel tank. This
slimming should help shorter riders get their feet to touch the ground better. Over the years, the
Kawasaki ZX 6R has got lighter, which has helped the bike with its fuel-efficiency and
aerodynamics. How is the Kawasaki ZX 6R motorbike's overall ride performance? Make
Kawasaki. IS prefer texting as I'm always at work thanks. I am 47 years old with only 3 years
riding experience. Never raced, always garaged. Super clean bike. Approximately 28K miles
only, mostly hill-country miles in Texas. I moved to Las Vegas and don't like riding out here. No
test riding, serious offers only. No checks, no paypal, cash or money order only. Clean title.
This bike is beautiful. Lowered for my ride height. No engine modifications. Make Suzuki.
Wheelbase: 1, mm Has Twin Brother's exhaust. Always garaged. This bike is extremely fast and
get tons of attention. Must get rid of as soon as possible. Serious inq only. Call or txt :
ThreeSeven,three. Model Kfx. I'm selling my kxf because I'm looking for a yz. I've only ridden it
for one season. I bought it from a guy who only worked on it and took care of it. He put fresh
graphics on it and made it look really nice. Please text or call me at Model KXF. The string
began with Monster Energy Kawasaki? Last but not least, Villopoto recently defended his
Supercross title by winning the championship on his KXF! Model KX F. And in , Villopoto made
it three straight Supercross championships in a row, becoming the first rider to win
back-to-back-to-back AMA Supercross titles since the great Ricky Carmichael, another rider
whose career blossomed aboard Team Green machines. It has been down and the previous
owner did a good job of repairing the bike. There are still a few areas that are scratched or could
be repaired farther but nothing that needs attention to ride and enjoy the bike. See the pitchers
for those issues. The tank has been repainted and has a small area where some paint has
peeled off. The front fairing is cracked by the left mirror. The right headlight has some small
scrapes and the tail section has a piece of broken plastic that has been screwed together nicely.
I think the plastics are aftermarket. They are the Monster Edition and the color is more of an
olive green than the lime green Kawasaki uses. Overall as it sits it is a very nice bike. I have
safety inspected, detailed and serviced the bike. It does not come with a rear seat just the cover.
The bike comes with a clean Pennsylvania title. I have taken the bike on a reliability run and the
clutch, engine and transmission all work as they should. Also the bike tracks straight. If you
have any questions or would like to view this bike please call I do all viewings by appointment

only. I do not finance. Local delivery can be arranged after payment. All bikes sold AS-IS. Full
inventory at teppers. Bike needs nothing, new brake pads and front and rear tire installed last
week. I own this bike outright and have a clean and clear tittle in hand ready to go to the new
owner. Never dropped or crashed. Has some extra add ons such as fully adjustable AGV levers,
windscreen, seat, and undertail. Please no trades, no dealer calls and no financing. Please call
or text 6OO27 if you text please put ZX6R in the subject line so I know it is not an automated
scam. Absolutely Immaculate! No dents, scratches, etc. This bike has been very well
maintained. It has miles. Motor is stock as well as the exhaust. It has custom plastic with
Monster Logos on the upper fairings. Has Special Edition Forks and Wheels. This bike is
flawless and just looking for the right person to take her home. A true race winner, the Ninja
ZX-6R sportbike captured a finish in the Daytona and placed in the AMA Supersport
championship, thanks to a merger of class power and Grand Prix handling. The result is an
exciting racetrack weapon capable of cornering speeds previously unknown to the
middleweight class while retaining the wide spread of power that is pure Ninja. Make Ducati.
Model S. We present to you a 2nd year model S with Ohlins suspension front and rear. As well
as the already trick suspension, this machine has carbon side covers, carbon rear scoops, a
carbon rear fender hugger, a smoked screen, a license plate relocation kit, open clutch cover
and red anodized billet clutch pressure plate. As of this writing a brand new chain and sprocket
set is being installed, otherwise this machine is ready to rip. Turn2 Motorcycles specializes in
premium pre-owned used motorcycles. Every used motorcycle goes through a used vehicle
inspection at MotoCorsa by a Factory trained Ducati Technician. Rocky Ford, CO. Alamo
Heights, TX. Baton Rouge, LA. Waterford, MI. Rock Springs, WY. Lyles, TN. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Zx6r Monster. Category - Engine - Posted
Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model Kfx. Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Ducati Model S.
Prev 1 2 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. Make Kawasaki. Model Ninja. Need gone ASAP. Taking up room in the garage.
Tags are still on the bike , I ride when the weather is nice. Willing to negotiate price to see it
gone. For sale is a Kawasaki ninja zx6r with cc motor with 6 speed transmission. The bike does
have a Ny salvage certificate title. It was involved in a minor accident. There doesnt appear to be
any frame damage, or any damage to the forks. We tried to take very detailed pictures for you to
reference. The bike starts right up And rides no issues. It will need front fairing, and others have
some scratches. Muffler is aftermarket but is cracked, will come with sale The bike has only
miles and will need very little to get it on the road again. Serious inquiries only pleaseThis
motorcycle is being sold as is, with no warranties expressed or implied, you are more than
welcome to come and inspect the bike in person before purchase. Stock widened kit with
chrome rims and swingarmVortex sprocket and color chainHas scratches on left fairing and
rear from normal wear and tear and chip on gas tank. Delivery is offered but with cost
depending on location. I purchased this bike to ride on some track days. I did all maintenance
items as I am very meticulous about that. I rode two track days and have not had the
opportunity to ride the motorcycle since. It stays in the garage and I am going to sell in order to
buy a side by side for my farm. I am 39 years old and have not abused the bike. I do not race the
bike, etc. The former owner was also an adult and the bike has been taken care of. All parts are
stock. I had the suspension done by Marietta Motorsports to insure the bike was dialed in. The
bike handles perfectly and is a tremendous machine. It looks great, but it is NOT perfect. I will
try to document every detail I see. If you use the buy it now price, I will include a pit bull stand,
canyon dancer and straps free of charge. This bike has been well maintained, and is ready to go
this season. To be up front, the bike has been laid down, once by the PO, and once by myself.
The pictures will show the damage. I was riding across the grass on a cold morning, and when I
went to turn out of the neighborhood my tire slid out and I laid it down. Neither incident has
caused any problems with the bike, and both were done at less than 10 mph with frame sliders
on. It does need the oil changed, I have the filter to go with the bike. I have an extra lock washer
and nut for the front sprocket that will go with it as well. Cons -Scratched fairings as seen in
pictures, can take more if needed I will be happy to answer any questions you may have or send
additional pictures. Thank you. Chain and sprockets look to be brand new. Email or call with
any questions, Thanks,Mark No scratches or dents. The bike has never been down, dropped or
accident. It was only driven on the freeway to quickly get to work during busy commute hours.
I'm selling because I will be out of the country for some time. Front tire is new, about 1, miles on
it. Oil used during changes is top shelf Mobil Synthetic. It has all original parts except for M4
muffler for safety to be heard and upgraded Xeon headlights to be seen. No engine parts were
modified or messed with. Original silver paint and fairing. Pink slip or title in hand for immediate
sell. Yes, clean title. Odometer is 19, miles. The bike is in Orange, California About 40 miles
south of Los Angeles. See "U-Ship" on google for possible transport. Tags: sportbike zr cc cc

motorbike bike crotch rocket cycle sport bike yamaha r1 suzuki ducati honda cc zx6r 6r r6.
Hardly ridden and is priced to sell. The bike has been laid down on each side previous owner
but drives straight and runs amazing. Has new plastic on it that looks good. Has a brand new
rear tire, needs a front eventually. Has full two brothers exhaust. Bike is lowered in the front. Its
missing one of the two headlights. Great overall bike that runs great and is ready to go to drive
as is. Sold as is. Carthagena, OH. Coconut Creek, FL. Waterford, MI. Cheyenne, WY. Eau Gallie,
FL. Morristown, TN. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for
Sale Kawasaki Ninja Zx 6r. Year Make Kawasaki Model Ninja. Category - Engine Posted Over 1
Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit
Cancel. Make Kawasaki. Model Ninja ZX-6R. The result is an exciting racetrack weapon capable
of cornering speeds previously unknown to the middleweight class while retaining the wide
spread of power that is pure Ninja. To deliver the performance required in the demanding
racetrack environ, the Ninja ZX-6R s ultra-high-rpm cc four-cylinder engine cranks out a fat
powerband with a linear torque curve and hard-hitting acceleration across the entire rev range.
Its impressive healthy mid-range torque and over-rev capability are pure race bike, allowing
riders to stay on the gas where lower-revving machines are forced back off and shift. The Ninja
ZX-6R s engine was specially designed for minimal internal friction, so it is more responsive
and allows the rider to easily modify cornering lines with minor throttle adjustments. Utilizing
stronger, stiffer and more compact engine components than its predecessors resulted in a slim
and compact engine and chassis. I am selling my Kawasaki ZX-6R in candy yellow. The bike is
in very strong condition, never dropped, with some tiny faring cracks by the front wheel which
could be easily replaced, but are essentially unnoticeable. Motorcycle recently had new tires
installed, has been oiled and lubed every 3, miles, kept covered from the elements, and runs like
a top. Also includes the service parts kit, found under the passenger seat cowl. I would also be
willing to sell the motorcycle's weatherproof cover for an additional fee. Ready to be sold when
you're ready to buy. If you're interested in making an offer, please contact me at your earliest
convenience and we can schedule a meeting. Thank you! Model Zx-6r. Offering a 18 to 48 month
unlimited miles nationwide repair warranty. Trades are accepted. Call for details. Model
Concours. Make Yamaha. Model YZF R6. Yellow with black flames has about 8k miles on it.
Lowered 2 inches. Maintance kept up with local shop. Model Ninja. Call today about our great
financing. You wont see more new motorcycles at one place anywhere else. We have over units
in stock! We have financing available but you must check with us first before purchasing.
Extended warranties can be purchased for units we sell at reasonable rates. If you have any
questions please call toll free or and ask for internet sales. We are open Tuesday through
Saturday Central Time. We are Action Powersports in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Anything for sale online
can be viewed in person at our store. We are not new to motorcycles either. We operate the
largest used motorcycle dealership in Northeast Oklahoma. Call and check with us, we know all
the ins and outs of shipping motorcycles. Used bikes can be shipped in the continental U. If you
are in Oklahoma, Kansas, Texas, or Arkansas we may be able to get it to you for much less. You
come to our store to complete the paperwork. We have financing available through several
different lenders. We accept Pay-Pal, all major credit cards as well as the Kawasaki or Yamaha
card, certified bank check or cash in person. You must have proper identification. As such, your
participation by bidding on an item or submitting a Buy It Now order accepts this fact, and you
agree not to hold Action Powersports Inc responsible for such errors. Any errors discovered
and reported to us will be corrected as soon as possible. As we are quite sure that most of our
bidders have made at least one error along lifes journey, we appreciate your understanding of
our position. At our dealership we work very hard to accurately describe our vehicles through
text descriptions and elaborate photos. When you purchase a pre-owned vehicle it is not a new
vehicle. Any used vehicle can have normal wear and blemishes. Before placing a bid please
read the descriptions thoroughly and view all pictures. The customer is responsible for
registering the vehicle in their home state. All sales transactions must be completed within 5
days of auction close. Please call to make arrangements for payment. Terms:Auction Policies
Customers with zero or negative feedback on eBay Motors please contact us prior to bidding.
Otherwise, we reserve the right to cancel your bid. Understand this is only to protect the
integrity of the auction. Winning bidder must contact the dealership within 24 hours of the
auction close and the purchase transaction completed within 5 calendar days. We reserve the
right to re-list or sell the vehicle in the event of a non-paying bidder. Buyer Pickup A
representative from our dealership can be available for pickup at area airports when necessary.
Buyers must schedule pickup prior to making travel arrangements. TransportMoving
motorcycles from one coast to the other for more than 13 years! Since we've shipped more than
70, motorcycles to people vacationing, moving, buying, and selling. We have our own method of
securing motorcycles and ATVs on specialty designed pallets to provide total protection

thereby eliminating the need for costly crating and passing those very savings on to you!
Action PowerSports E. Model YZF-R. This bike has been meticulously maintained as you can
see. Very clean, very quick, and very reliable! Runs perfectly! COM Below are a few of the other
vehicles currently available from iMotorsports Shipping iMotorsports proudly recommends
Earth Auto Shippers for your vehicle transport. Earth Auto Shippers is a fully licensed vehicle
shipping company. Earth Auto Shippers offers "door-to-door" low-cost shipping services using
enclosed and open trailers. With over 20 years combined experience in the industry you can
rest assured we will eliminate all of your concerns. Some may ask how we are priced so low,
and to that we answer we have found a way to keep our overhead low in order to price our
vehicles well below retail. All of our vehicles are hand-picked by our experienced staff. Our
vehicles are not listed for sale until they have passed our standard safety inspection, along with
a test ride by our veteran experts. If you're ever in the Chicagoland area feel free to visit our
showroom, you will not be disappointed with the quality and selection of our inventory. We will
work with your bank or credit union to make that an easy process. Once the bike is paid in full
our free shipping still applies which means your bike will be delivered to your door at no extra
cost! If you are unhappy with your purchase for any reason simply contact iMotorsports within
24 hours by phone or e-mail. We will honor our guarantee if the following requirements are met:
-Motorcycle has not been ridden more than 50 miles from the odometer reading at the time of
purchase -Motorcycle must be in the same physical and mechanical condition as the time of
purchaseAll originalparts, accessories, and upgrades are intact -There are no signs of customer
abuse or neglectThe 24 hour period starts when customer takes delivery of motorcycle -All
shipping and related expenses to be paid by customer return shipping and original shipping
from iMotorsports Terms All of our vehicles are listed nationally and locally so we reserve the
right to end the auction at any time. The sales tax rate varies state-to-state and is calculated
from the final sale price plus doc fee. Exporters and international buyers are welcome but
please contact us prior to bidding. Ad created by eCarList. Call to find out how eCarList can
service your dealership. Thousand Oaks, CA. Davis, CA. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Easton, PA.
Olmos Park, TX. Rock Springs, WY. Morristown, TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Yellow Zx6r. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make
Kawasaki Model Zx-6r. Year Make Kawasaki Model Concours. Year - Make - Model -. Year Make
Kawasaki Model Ninja. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Kawasaki 6 Yamaha 2. ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Kawasaki. Model
Ninja. I purchased this bike to ride on some track days. I did all maintenance items as I am very
meticulous about that. I rode two track days and have not had the opportunity to ride the
motorcycle since. It stays in the garage and I am going to sell in order to buy a side by side for
my farm. I am 39 years old and have not abused the bike. I do not race the bike, etc. The former
owner was also an adult and the bike has been taken care of. All parts are stock. I had the
suspension done by Marietta Motorsports to insure the bike was dialed in. The bike handles
perfectly and is a tremendous machine. It looks great, but it is NOT perfect. I will try to
document every detail I see. If you use the buy it now price, I will include a pit bull stand,
canyon dancer and straps free of charge. Model Kawasaki. Offering a 18 to 48 month unlimited
miles nationwide repair warranty. Trades are accepted. Call for details. This bike has been well
maintained, and is ready to go this season. To be up front, the bike has been laid down, once by
the PO, and once by myself. The pictures will show the damage. I was riding across the grass
on a cold morning, and when I went to turn out of the neighborhood my tire slid out and I laid it
down. Neither incident has caused any problems with the bike, and both were done at less than
10 mph with frame sliders on. It does need the oil changed, I have the filter to go with the bike. I
have an extra lock washer and nut for the front sprocket that will go with it as well. Cons
-Scratched fairings as seen in pictures, can take more if needed I will be happy to answer any
questions you may have or send additional pictures. Thank you. Less than miles on tires!! Call
Steve for details A true race winner the Ninja? Model Ninja ZXR. This bike is beyond powerful. If
you know anything about motorcycles, then you know that this bike is no joke! I have all
maintenance records and it has always been garaged and not left to the outside elements.
Comes with a cover too. Has blue LED ground effects. It also has "Roaring Toyz" exhaust, metal
grips, swing arm extensions, lowering links, and chrome billet kick stand. This bike is fully
loaded and ready for an experienced rider! Runs Perfect no issues Driven by adult and taken
care of. Handle bar helmet locks. New Battery and Oil changed recently. Maintained records are
available , Manual and repair book in pdf format storage. Extras: Battery tender, storage cover, 2
size large black Bilt Apollo brand new modular helmets, Size Large Joe rocket mesh jacket with
windbreaker liner. Blue Book price is with no mods and extras. Cash or payment in hand for test
drives only. Comes with a 30 day Platinum Powersports warranty. Make Harley-Davidson. Model
Night Train. I like my Harley's clean and bad looking. If I wiggle at all on the price it may be

enough to fill the tank with gas. You will not find a more unique and nicer HD anywhere. Call or
text Morgan at , any reasonable offer ok. Call or text Morgan at From the comfortable seat
behind the well appointed dash and fairing, to the power and torque pulsing from the Twin Cam
motor, the Tri-glide is a seductive temptation to hit the road and head for the horizon. And with
the spacious cargo capacity, you can take the creature comforts with you. This is not a bolt-on,
aftermarket Trike kit. It's engineered and road-tested as a whole. Every inch is integrated for
comfort, cargo and confidence. Davidson, the nimble, fork-. No more blue days Have you been
down all summer? The reason is you need a new bike in your life. Come see us and let us get
you on this clean bike. This bike has been well maintained, with fresh oil, and a clean bill of
health. This Kawasaki ZX6R delivers as much performance as the liter bikes from redlight to
redlight, and will leave the big boys in the corners. The bike has good t
ford automatic locking hubs diagram
2003 jeep liberty fuse box location
toyota carolla 2007
ires, and is elligable for a waranty. Come see us at Cycle Nation of Huntsville and let us help
you get your knees in the breeze. Rarely ridden during the summer months - only miles and is in
great condition. Well maintained, always garage kept, never left outside, and always winterized.
Oil was changed every season, and chain lubed regularly. This is a pretty much unmolested
ZX6R! Title in hand and if purchasing in MD I can have the motorcycle inspected before final
purchase. More pictures can be provided on request. Hollywood, FL. Gresham, OR. Port
Jefferson Station, NY. Carthagena, OH. Easton, PA. Mill Valley, CA. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Zx6r Blue. Year Make Kawasaki Model Ninja. Year
Make Kawasaki Model Kawasaki. Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model -. Year - Make - Model -. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

